Mesoderm is the developmental precursor to myriad human tissues including bone, heart, and skeletal muscle. Unravelling the molecular events through which these lineages become diversified from one another is integral to developmental biology and understanding changes in cellular fate. To this end, we developed an in vitro system to differentiate human pluripotent stem cells through primitive streak intermediates into paraxial mesoderm and its derivatives (somites, sclerotome, dermomyotome) and separately, into lateral mesoderm and its derivatives (cardiac mesoderm). Whole-population and single-cell analyses of these purified populations of human mesoderm lineages through RNA-seq, ATAC-seq, and high-throughput surface marker screens illustrated how transcriptional changes co-occur with changes in open chromatin and surface marker landscapes throughout human mesoderm development. This molecular atlas will facilitate study of human mesoderm development (which cannot be interrogated in vivo due to restrictions on human embryo studies) and provides a broad resource for the study of gene regulation in development at the single-cell level, knowledge that might one day be exploited for regenerative medicine. 
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Mesoderm is the developmental precursor to myriad human tissues including bone, heart, and skeletal muscle. Unravelling the molecular events through which these lineages become diversified from one another is integral to developmental biology and understanding changes in cellular fate. To this end, we developed an in vitro system to differentiate human pluripotent stem cells through primitive streak intermediates into paraxial mesoderm and its derivatives (somites, sclerotome, dermomyotome) and separately, into lateral mesoderm and its derivatives (cardiac mesoderm). Whole-population and single-cell analyses of these purified populations of human mesoderm lineages through RNA-seq, ATAC-seq, and high-throughput surface marker screens illustrated how transcriptional changes co-occur with changes in open chromatin and surface marker landscapes throughout human mesoderm development. This molecular atlas will facilitate study of human mesoderm development (which cannot be interrogated in vivo due to restrictions on human embryo studies) and provides a broad resource for the study of gene regulation in development at the single-cell level, knowledge that might one day be exploited for regenerative medicine. 
Background & Summary
A longstanding goal of regenerative medicine has been to efficiently differentiate stem cells into pure, functional populations of desired cell types. This has been challenging to achieve in practice: many extant differentiation methods take weeks or months to complete and result in heterogeneous mixtures of the target lineage and other contaminating lineages. Difficulties in differentiating stem cells into desired celltypes in vitro might stem from incomplete knowledge of how stem cells naturally develop into these lineages during the course of embryonic development. We focus here on human mesoderm development, which starts with the differentiation of pluripotent stem cells into the primitive streak (PS) and then into paraxial and lateral mesoderm [1] [2] [3] . Paraxial mesoderm subsequently buds off into tissue segments known as somites 4 , with dorsal somites (dermomyotome) giving rise to brown fat, skeletal muscle, and dorsal dermis, and ventral somites (sclerotome) yielding the bone and cartilage of the spine and ribs 5 . Separately, lateral mesoderm goes on to form limb bud mesoderm 6 and cardiac mesoderm 7 , the latter of which generates cardiomyocytes and other heart constituents.
Our related publication 8 delineated a comprehensive roadmap for human mesoderm development that outlined key intermediate stages and defined the minimal combinations of extrinsic signals sufficient to induce differentiation at each stage. To elicit differentiation at defined stages, in addition to identifying the necessary inductive cues at each stage (as is typical), we also identified pathways leading to 'unwanted' cell fates and systematically repressed them at each lineage branchpoint. We used this strategy to efficiently differentiate pluripotent stem cells, through anterior and mid primitive streak, into paraxial and lateral mesoderm, and subsequently into somites, sclerotome, dermomytome, and cardiac mesoderm (Fig. 1) . The identity and purity of these cell types was respectively assessed by transplantation into mouse models or single-cell gene expression profiling 8 . Here we describe in detail the materials and methods used to generate and profile these distinct cell types, with an eye towards promoting reproducibility and reuse of our data. We focus on the biological methods used to generate the data; the computational pre-and post-processing of the data; and the technical validation of the quality of our data. In contrast, our related publication 8 focused on experimentally validating the biological function and purity of the differentiated cell types and on extracting developmental insights from the data.
Our dataset comprises three main types of data --gene expression, chromatin accessibility, and surface marker expression --across 10 different cell types (pluripotent stem cells, anterior PS, mid PS, paraxial mesoderm, somitomeres, somites, sclerotome, dermomyotome, lateral mesoderm and cardiac mesoderm). For expression, we performed bulk-population RNA-seq as well as single-cell RNA-seq (using the Fluidigm C1 system) on a total of 651 cells spanning all lineages. Chromatin accessibility across the genome was measured by ATAC-seq 9 . For each lineage, two to six biological replicates were assayed for bulk-population RNA-seq and ATAC-seq. Finally, the expression of 332 cell-surface markers was ascertained on most lineages by means of high-throughput antibody screening.
Taken together, this dataset will constitute a useful resource for the study of human mesoderm development. For example, this dataset enabled us to identify novel marker genes in somitogenesis (a transient process which cannot be observed in vivo due to restrictions on the use of human embryos); identify the putative cell-of-origin for different subtypes of congenital scoliosis; and infer the activity of transcription factors at each stage of mesodermal development 8 . The data from the high-throughput surface marker screen will also be helpful in purifying desired cell types for transplantation or further study.
Moreover, we believe that this dataset will be useful as a broader resource for the analysis of a timecourse data, e.g., as a testing ground for algorithms that aim to reconstruct developmental paths from single-cell RNA-seq data 10, 11 , or for the study of how changes in chromatin accessibility are correlated with, and are ultimately causative of, changes in gene expression across developmental time and space.
Methods
We reproduce here the experimental protocols included in our related publication 8 , with added detail on our computational processing steps, RNA library construction, and surface marker screening. A list of all experiments reported here, together with accession codes of the corresponding data, can be found in Table 1 (available online only) .
Bulk-population RNA-seq RNA extraction, library preparation and sequencing. For bulk-population RNA-seq, RNA was extracted from either whole cell populations or alternatively, cell subsets purified by fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS). In brief, RNA was obtained from undifferentiated H7 hESCs (day 0 of in vitro differentiation), H7-derived anterior primitive streak populations (day 1), H7-derived mid primitive streak populations (day 1), H7-derived lateral mesoderm (day 2), H7-derived FACS-purified GARP+ cardiac mesoderm (day 3), H7-derived FACS-purified DLL1+ paraxial mesoderm populations (day 2), H7-derived day 3 early somite progenitor populations (day 3), H7-derived dermomyotome populations (day 5, treated with BMP4+CHIR99021+Vismodegib on days 4-5), and H7-derived FACSpurified PDGFRα+ sclerotome populations (day 6). Total RNA from the above cell populations was isolated using Trizol (Thermo Fisher) as per the manufacturer's recommendations, with the additional use of linear polyacrylamide (Sigma) as a carrier to facilitate RNA precipitation. Purified total RNA was treated with 4 units of RQ1 RNase-free DNase (Promega) at 37 degrees Celsius for 1 h to remove trace amounts of genomic DNA. The DNase-treated total RNA was cleaned-up using the RNeasy Micro Kit (Qiagen). Subsequently, the integrity of extracted RNA was assayed by on-chip electrophoresis (Agilent Bioanalyzer) and only samples with a high RNA integrity (RIN) value were used for subsequent cDNA library preparation.
Purified total RNA (10-50 ng) was reverse-transcribed into cDNA and amplified using the Ovation RNA-seq System V2 (NuGEN). Amplified cDNA was sheared using the Covaris S2 (Covaris) with the following settings: total volume 120 μl, duty cycle 10%, intensity 5, cycle/burst 100 and total time 2 min. The sheared cDNA was cleaned up using Agencourt Ampure XP beads (Beckman Coulter) to obtain cDNA fragments > = 400 base pairs (bp). 500 ng of sheared and size-selected cDNA was used as input for library preparation using the NEBNext Ultra DNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina (New England BioLabs) as per the manufacturer's recommendations. Resulting libraries (fragment distribution: 300-700 bp; peak 500-550 bp) were pooled (multiplexed) and sequenced using either a HiSeq 4000 or NextSeq 500 (Illumina) at the Stanford Functional Genomics Facility to obtain 2 × 150 bp paired-end reads. For each RNA-seq library, the effectiveness of adapter ligation and the effective library concentration was determined by qPCR and Bioanalyzer (Agilent) prior to pooling and loading them onto the sequencers.
Each sample in our data constitutes a separate biological replicate. Bulk population RNA-seq libraries were prepared in three batches ( Table 2 ).
Quantification and processing. Obtained RNA-seq reads were trimmed for base call quality (PHRED score > = 21) and for adapter sequences (using Skewer 12 ), and then were subsequently processed using a slightly-modified version of the ENCODE long RNA-seq pipeline for quantification of mRNA expression (https://www.encodeproject.org/rna-seq/long-rnas/) 13 . Specifically, reads were aligned to hg38 using STAR 2. 4 (ref. 14); gene-level expression was then quantified using RSEM 1.2.21 (ref. 15) . We only kept samples with at least 10,000,000 uniquely mapping reads and with at least 50% of reads uniquely mapping, which meant rejecting one sample (from sclerotome) out of 34. The numbers and percentages of uniquely mapping reads for each sample are listed in Table 2 . The full parameter settings used can be found in our versions of STAR_RSEM.sh and STAR_RSEM_prep.py (see Code Availability below).
To facilitate global comparisons of gene expression levels across cell types, we first took the log2TPM (transcripts per million) values for each gene, before filtering out all genes where there was a difference of less than 2 (in log2TPM units, i.e., a 4-fold difference in expression) between the cell types with the highest and lowest expression. Next, we used ComBat with non-parametric priors 16 (as implemented through the sva R package 17 ) to correct for batch effects. This sometimes left small negative values for the expression of some genes, which we set to 0. The R Markdown script implementing this batch correction is bulkDataViz.Rmd. For ease of use, we also prepared a spreadsheet with TPM values for each gene, augmented with the following information on each gene: 1) whether the gene product is present on the cell surface (GO code GO:0009986); 2) for each pair of adjacent conditions, whether the gene was differentially expressed between those conditions; and 3) the shrunken log-fold-change for that gene between those conditions. We provide (1) as a convenience to help in finding potential surface markers that were not included in our high-throughput screen (e.g., because an antibody was not available). (2) and (3) Single-cell RNA-seq Library preparation and sequencing. Cells were briefly washed (DMEM/F12), dissociated (TrypLE Express), strained (100 μm filter), pelleted and re-suspended in DMEM/F12 for counting. Before singlecell capture, two quality control steps were implemented. First, cell size was estimated in order to determine whether cells should be loaded onto C1 capture arrays of either 10-17 μm or 17-25 μm size. Arrays were chosen for each lineage by estimating the median cell size of each given population on a flow cytometer on the basis of the FSC-W signal 19 and choosing an array with an appropriate pore size to accommodate such cells. Second, to ensure the high viability of in vitro-differentiated cells prior to commencing single-cell RNA-seq, for each population a separate aliquot of cells was stained with 1.1 μM DAPI and analyzed by flow cytometry; for all cell populations that were used for single-cell RNA-seq, >98% of cells were viable (i.e., DAPI negative). For single-cell capture, cells were diluted to a concentration of 1000 cells per μl, diluted in a 3:2 mixture of C1 Cell Suspension Reagent and DMEM/F12, and then loaded onto a Fluidigm C1 single-cell capture array chip for automated capture on a Fluidigm C1 Machine (Stanford Stem Cell Institute Genomics Core). 10-17 μm array chips were used for hESCs, day 1 anterior PS, day 2 sorted DLL1+ paraxial mesoderm, day 2.25 somitomeres, day 3 early somites, day 2 lateral mesoderm, day 3 sorted GARP+ cardiac mesoderm, day 5 central dermomyotome, and day 6 sorted PDGFRA+ sclerotome while a 17-25 μm array chip was used for day 1 mid PS.
After loading, the efficiency of single-cell capture was verified using an automated microscope that imaged each captured cell on the chip. Subsequent cell lysis, cDNA synthesis, and amplification was executed within each microfluidic chamber in the array chip in an automated fashion with the Fluidigm C1 machine using the reagents from SMARTer Ultra Low RNA Kit (Clontech, 634833), as per the manufacturers' instructions (Fluidigm, PN 100-7168 Rev. A2). The amplified cDNA from individual cells was harvested into a nuclease-free 96-well plate and diluted using the C1 harvesting reagent (Fluidigm). The concentration and integrity of amplified cDNA were assessed using a Fragment Analyzer (Advanced Analytical) in 96-well plate format. Amplified cDNAs from only those wells that (1) were not degraded and (2) originated from wells that were microscopically verified manually to contain a single cell, were carried forward for subsequent library construction. It is important to note that because of manual verification, we were able to effectively rule out doublets if captured in the medium (10-17 μm) or the large (17-25 μm) array chips.
A single-channel liquid handling robot, Mosquito X1(TTP Labtech), was used to simultaneously, 1) dilute amplified cDNAs from single cells from all lineages to a concentration range of 0.05-0.16 ng per μl with C1 Harvest Reagent (Fluidigm) as a diluent and 2) consolidate the diluted cDNA into 384 well plates. The diluted single-cell cDNAs were tagmented and converted to sequencing libraries in the 384 well plates using the Nextera XT DNA Sample Prep Kit (Illumina, FC-131-1096) in an automated fashion using another 16-channel pipetting robot, Mosquito HTS (TTP Labtech), and 384 distinct Illumina-compatible molecular barcodes. The resulting sequencing libraries from a single such 384 well plate were then pooled and cleaned up using Agencourt AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter). The pooled libraries were then analyzed for quality and concentration using Bioanalyzer (Agilent) and qPCR and loaded on a single lane of NextSeq 500 or two lanes of HiSeq 4000 to obtain 1-2 million 2 × 150 bp reads per cell. The reads obtained were trimmed for base call quality (PHRED score > = 21) and the presence of adapter sequences using Skewer 12 .
Quantification and processing. We quantified single-cell gene expression using the ENCODE long RNA-seq pipeline (with the same parameter settings as employed for analysis of bulk-population RNA-seq). We only kept samples with at least 1 million uniquely mapped reads and at least 70% of reads uniquely mapping, which meant keeping data from 498 single cells out of 651. The numbers and percentages of uniquely mapping reads for each cell are listed in Table 3 (available online only). We next filtered out genes with low or undetectable expression by only considering genes with least 20 cells (across all 498 retained cells) showing a log2 (TPM+1) value of at least 10 for that gene. As with the data from the bulk-population RNA-seq, when performing analyses comparing cell types to one another, we additionally filtered out genes whose log2 (TPM+1) values did not vary by a difference of at least 2 (i.e., a 4-fold difference in expression) between the cell types with the highest and lowest expressions.
The raw data from the single-cell RNA-seq can be found in 
ATAC-seq
Library preparation and sequencing. ATAC-seq was performed as described previously 9 , with minor modifications. In brief, for each replicate, 50,000 cells were lysed in lysis buffer containing 0.01% IGEPAL CA-630 (Sigma, I8896) to obtain nuclei, which were directly used in the Tn5 transposition reaction (reagents from Nextera DNA Sample Preparation Kit; Illumina, FC-121-1030). Immediately following transposition, DNA fragments were purified (MinElute Kit, Qiagen) and PCR amplified for a total of 12-13 cycles using previously-designed primers that included Illumina compatible adapters and barcodes 9 . The resulting ATAC-seq libraries were purified (MinElute Kit, Qiagen) and pooled, and final library-pool concentrations were assessed (Bioanalyzer) prior to next-generation sequencing. The quality of ATAC-seq libraries was confirmed by a shallow sequencing run using a MiSeq v3 (Stanford Functional Genomics Facility, 2 × 75 bp reads) before deep sequencing was performed on a NextSeq 500 (2 × 75 bp reads). Two replicates were analyzed per cell-type.
Quantification and processing. We used the ATAqC pipeline 20 to process the ATAC-seq reads, starting with adapter trimming and then alignment to hg19 (Bowtie2 (ref. 21) ). While we used hg38 for RNA-seq alignment, we opted for hg19 for ATAC-seq because of the availability of a curated blacklist of artifactual regions in hg19 (ref. 13 ). We then filtered out reads based on a variety of criteria (excluding unmapped reads, mate-unmapped reads, secondary alignments, duplicates (using Picard's MarkDuplicates 22 ), multi-mapping reads (MAPQ o30), and mitochondrial reads), retaining only high-read-quality, properly-paired reads.
Two biological replicates were assayed by ATAC-seq for each cell-type. As the post-filtering sequencing depth varied between replicates and cell types, we subsampled each replicate to a maximum of 35 M uniquely-mapping reads (post-filtering) to improve comparability between samples. We next used MACS2 (ref. 23 ) to call peaks for each replicate, with a relaxed false discovery rate (FDR) threshold of 0.01, and then created a unified peak list for each cell type by selecting only peaks that were reproducible between both replicates. This was done through an irreproducible discovery rate (IDR) analysis 24 , similar to what was previously described by the ENCODE Consortium 25 . In brief, the IDR method takes in peak calls from a pair of replicates, filters out all peaks that only appear in one replicate, and then uses a copula mixture model to model the remaining peaks as belonging to either a reproducible 'signal' population or an irreproducible 'noise' population'. We used an IDR threshold of 0.1, i.e., we only retained peaks that were deemed to have come from the 'signal' population with a probability of more than 0.9 after a multiple testing correction. Finally, we filtered out all peaks that appeared in the aforementioned blacklist of artifactual regions in hg19 (https://www.encodeproject.org/annotations/ENCSR636HFF/).
We note that this ATAC-seq analysis pipeline is an improved version of the one used for analysis in our related publication 8 . In particular, here we adjusted the IDR threshold, the shift size parameter for MACS2, and a multi-mapping parameter, resulting in increased sensitivity for peak detection.
To obtain a universal list of peaks across all cell-types, we used BEDtools 26 to merge the lists of filtered, reproducible peaks for each cell-type, resulting in a total of 166,256 peaks. For each cell-type, we then pooled its two biological replicates together and called peaks (MACS2) on the pooled reads. To obtain a single measure of confidence at each peak P in the universal list for each cell-type C, we took the highest − log10 P-value out of all peaks in the pooled replicates for C that intersected with P.
The raw ATAC-seq data can be found in [Data Citation 1]. The peak calls can be found in [Data Citation 2]. ATAC-seq metadata is tabulated in Table 4 (available online only).
High-throughput surface marker screening
High-throughput, antibody-based screening of surface markers expressed on various mesodermal progenitors was performed as described in our related publication 8 and explained in further detail here. The following lineages, derived from the indicated embryonic stem cell lines, were screened using this approach: undifferentiated H7 hESCs ('undifferentiated hESCs'), H7-derived day 2 paraxial mesoderm ('paraxial mesoderm'), H7-derived day 3 early somite progenitors ('early somite'), H7-derived day 5 dermomyotome ('dermomyotome'), H7-derived day 6 sclerotome ('sclerotome'), MIXL1-GFP reporter HES3 hESC-derived day 1 anterior primitive streak ('primitive streak') and finally, NKX2.5-GFP reporter HES3 hESC-derived day 3 cardiac mesoderm ('cardiac mesoderm'). 10-70 million cells of each lineage were used in each surface-marker screen. Due to limited resources, we did not include mid primitive streak and lateral mesoderm in this screen.
Prior to antibody staining, hESCs or their differentiated mesodermal progeny were dissociated by brief 37 C incubation in TrypLE Express (Gibco). TrypLE Express was chosen as a dissociation reagent, as it has been previously shown to minimally cleave cell-surface epitopes 27 , which would otherwise confound surface marker screening data. After cell detachment, they were washed off plates in a large excess of DMEM/F12 to neutralize the dissociation reagent, filtered to remove large cell clumps, pelleted by centrifugation, and re-suspended in approximately 30 ml of Cell Suspension Buffer (Biolegend).
To conduct antibody screening, a multichannel pipette was used to plate the cell suspension into individual wells of four 96-well plates, each well containing a distinct PE-conjugated antibody against a human cell-surface antigen, altogether totaling 332 unique cell-surface markers across multiple 96-well plates (LEGENDScreen PE-Conjugated Human Antibody Plates; Biolegend, 700001). Cells were stained with respective antibodies for 30 min at 4 C, washed twice with Cell Staining Buffer and then finally re-suspended in Cell Staining Buffer containing 1.1 μM DAPI (Biolegend) as a viability dye before analysis on an LSR Fortessa (Stanford Stem Cell Institute FACS Core). Stained cells were not fixed prior to FACS analysis.
The percentage of viable (DAPI-negative cells) for each lineage that expressed each given surface marker was determined by rigorously gating the PE fluorescent signal such that no more than several percent of negative control cells (unstained cells or cells that were stained with an isotype control antibody directed against no known cellular antigen) were regarded positive. For analysis of surfacemarker expression on MIXL1-GFP reporter HES3 hESC-derived primitive streak or NKX2.5-GFP reporter HES3 hESC-derived day 3 cardiac mesoderm, cells were respectively pre-gated on the MIXL1-GFP+ and NKX2.5-GFP+ fractions before analysis of PE signal intensity. Multicolor compensation was conducted to control for fluorescent bleedthrough between the PE and GFP channels.
A 
Differentiation
Human pluripotent stem cell culture. H7, MIXL1-GFP HES3, NKX2.5-GFP HES3, SOX17-mCherry H9, pCAG-GFP H7, EF1A-BCL2-2A-GFP H9 and UBC-Luciferase-2A-tdTomato; EF1A-BCL2-2A-GFP H9 hESCs and BJC1 hiPSCs were routinely propagated feeder-free in mTeSR1 medium (StemCell Technologies)+1% penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco) on cell culture plastics coated with Geltrex basement membrane matrix (Gibco). Undifferentiated human pluripotent stem cells (hPSCs) were maintained at high quality with particular care to avoid any spontaneous differentiation, which would confound downstream differentiation. Unless otherwise indicated, the majority of experiments performed in this study were conducted using H7 hESCs, including all bulk-population RNA-seq, single-cell RNA-seq, and ATAC-seq experiments.
Directed differentiation in defined medium. Partially-confluent wells of undifferentiated hPSCs were dissociated into very fine clumps using Accutase (Gibco) and sparsely passaged 1:12-1:20 onto new Geltrex-coated cell culture plates in mTeSR1 supplemented with 1 μM thiazovivin (Tocris; a ROCK inhibitor to prevent cell death after dissociation) overnight. Seeding hPSCs sparsely prior to differentiation was critical to prevent cellular overgrowth during differentiation, especially during long-duration differentiation. hPSCs were allowed to plate overnight. The following morning, they were briefly washed (in DMEM/F12) before the addition of differentiation medium. All differentiation was conducted in serum-free, feeder-free and monolayer conditions in chemically-defined CDM2 basal medium.
The composition of CDM2 basal medium 28 was as follows: 50% IMDM (+GlutaMAX, +HEPES, +Sodium Bicarbonate; Gibco, 31980-097)+50% F12 (+GlutaMAX; Gibco, 31765-092)+1 mg ml À 1 polyvinyl alcohol (Sigma, P8136-250G)+1% v/v concentrated lipids (Gibco, 11905-031)+450 μM monothioglycerol (Sigma, M6145)+0.7 μg ml À 1 insulin (Roche, 1376497)+15 μg ml À 1 transferrin (Roche, 652202)+1% v/v penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco). Polyvinyl alcohol was brought into solution by gentle warming and magnetic stirring in IMDM/F12 media before addition of additional culture supplements.
Primitive streak induction. As previously described 8 , after overnight plating, hPSCs were briefly washed (with DMEM/F12) and then differentiated into either anterior primitive streak (30 ng ml
Activin A+4 μM CHIR99021+20 ng ml À 1 FGF2+100 nM PIK90; for subsequent paraxial mesoderm induction) or mid primitive streak (30 mg ml À 1 Activin A+40 ng ml À 1 BMP4+6 μM CHIR99021+ 20 ng ml À 1 FGF2+100 nM PIK90; for subsequent cardiac mesoderm induction) for 24 h. Though both types of primitive streak broadly expressed pan-primitive streak markers (e.g., MIXL1 and BRACHYURY), anterior and mid primitive streak lineages were distinguished by expression of distinct region-specific markers and differing developmental competence to develop into downstream lineages 8 . Subsequently, day 1 anterior primitive streak was briefly washed (DMEM/F12) and differentiated towards day 2 paraxial mesoderm for 24 h (1 μM A-83-01+3 μM CHIR99021+250 nM LDN-193189 [DM3189]+20 ng ml À 1 FGF2). Separately, day 1 mid primitive streak was differentiated towards day 2 lateral mesoderm for 24 h (1 μM A-83-01+30 ng ml À 1 BMP4+1 μM C59; with 2 μM SB-505124 sometimes used instead of A-83-01) 8 .
Paraxial mesoderm downstream differentiation. Day 2 paraxial mesoderm was briefly washed (DMEM/F12) and further differentiated into day 3 early somite precursors for 24 hs (1 μM A-83-01+250 nM LDN-193189+1 μM C59+500 nM PD0325901 dermomyotome (3 μM CHIR99021+150 nM Vismodegib). Sclerotome induction was conducted for 48-72 h (leading to day 5-6 ventral somite progenitors). For dermomyotome induction, sometimes dermomyotome was induced in the presence of 50 ng ml À 1 BMP4 to upregulate PAX7 after 48 h of BMP4+CHIR99021+Vismodegib differentiation (leading to day 5 dermomyotome progenitors) 8 . Media was changed every 24 h for all steps. The small-molecule Hedgehog agonist 21 K 29 was commercially synthesized.
Lateral/cardiac downstream differentiation. Day 2 lateral mesoderm was differentiated into day 4 cardiac mesoderm by treating them with 1 μM A8301+30 ng ml À 1 BMP4+1 μM C59+20 ng ml À 1 FGF2 for 48 h, or alternatively, with 1 μM A8301+30 ng ml À 1 BMP4+20 ng ml À 1 FGF2 for 24 h followed by 25 ng ml À 1 Activin+30 ng ml À 1 BMP4+1 μM C59 for the next 24 h. Subsequently, day 4 cardiac mesoderm was briefly washed (DMEM/F12) and treated with 30 ng ml À 1 BMP4+1 μM XAV939+ 200 μg/ml 2-phospho-ascorbic acid (Sigma) for 48-96 h to yield day 6-8 cardiomyocyte-containing populations. Spontaneously contracting cardiomyocyte foci were evident from day 8 onwards 8 .
Data Records
The raw RNA-seq data (bulk-population and single-cell) and ATAC-seq data can be found at SRA under BioProject PRJNA319573 (accession number SRP073808) [Data Citation 1]. Reproducible peak calls on our ATAC-seq data, as well as transcript per million (TPM) values for each gene and sample in our bulk-population and single-cell RNA-seq data, can be found at GEO under accession number GSE85066 [Data Citation 2] . Bulk-population RNA-seq metadata and mapping statistics can be found in Table 2 , while single-cell RNA-seq mapping statistics are in Table 3 (available online only). ATAC-seq metadata can be found in Table 4 (available online only).
For ease of usage, the collated bulk-population RNA-seq data can be viewed at http://cs. stanford.edu/$zhenghao/mesoderm_gene_atlas. As described above, an augmented spreadsheet with TPM values for each gene (for bulk-population RNA-seq data) and additional annotations about whether each gene corresponds to a potential cell surface marker and whether the gene was differentially expressed between conditions can be found on 
Technical Validation
Bulk-population RNA-seq As mentioned above (see Methods), we only analyzed samples with at least 10,000,000 uniquely mapping reads and with at least 50% of reads uniquely mapping. On average, each sample had 45 M uniquely mapping reads with 69% of reads uniquely mapping; full numbers and percentages are in Table 2 .
We used FastQC 30 to measure the per-base sequence quality for each of our bulk-population RNA-seq experiments. All of the samples passed this quality check (i.e., for each base, the distribution of quality scores had a lower quartile of more than 10 and a median of more than 25). We show a representative FastQC plot (of the first sample we assayed) in Fig. 2a .
We also used principal component analysis (PCA) to visually inspect how the samples were distributed in log 2 (TPM) space. Applying PCA to the 500 genes with highest variance across all samples revealed the presence of batch effects. After correcting for batch effects (see Methods), the PCA plot showed tight clustering (Fig. 2b ) among samples and implicitly suggested the developmental trajectory of the cells, starting from human embryonic stem cells in the bottom left and moving upwards towards cardiac mesoderm and somites and their derivatives. An R Markdown script to reproduce Fig. 2b is provided in bulkDataViz.Rmd in our Github repository.
Lastly, in our related publication 8 , we independently validated our RNA-seq results by qPCR. Specifically, we conducted qPCR to measure the mRNA expression levels of key genes known to be lineage markers for the various cell types in our study (e.g., TBX6 and MSGN1 for paraxial mesoderm; PARAXIS, MEOX1, and FOXC2 in the somites). These qPCR expression patterns corroborated our RNA-seq results 8 .
Single-cell RNA-seq
Before sequencing, we used an automated microscope to image each of the cell-capture wells on our Fluidigm C1 chips and manually inspected each image; for subsequent single-cell RNA-seq library construction we only used libraries from wells that contained exactly one cell. After sequencing, we filtered out cells with fewer than 1 million uniquely mapping reads or with fewer than 70% of reads uniquely mapping. Unfortunately, under these stringent selection critera, all cardiac mesoderm cell RNA-seq libraries were discarded; we ultimately retained 498 single cells out of 651. Full statistics of the cells are provided in Table 3 (available online only). As with the bulk-population RNA-seq data, we used FastQC 30 to check the per-base sequence quality of each experiment. All of the cells passed this quality check (i.e., for each base, the distribution of quality scores had a lower quartile of more than 10 and a median of more than 25), with a representative FastQC plot in Fig. 2c . To visualize the distribution of single cells, we once again used PCA on the 500 genes with highest variance (Fig. 2d) in log 2 (TPM) space. As expected, the single-cell RNA-seq libraries separated by cell type, with cell types that are closer to each other biologically (and temporally) tending to cluster together. We note that each cell type was loaded onto a different Fluidigm C1 chip, and due to resource constraints we were only able to use one chip per cell type. This means that cell type is perfectly confounded with chip in our single-cell RNA-seq experiments, and in particular, we cannot tell from the PCA the degree to which batch/chip effects are responsible for the observed separation between cell types.
To tackle this problem, for each cell type, we measured the overall Pearson correlation between the average expression in the single cells and the corresponding average expression in the bulkpopulation RNA-seq experiments, all in log2 TPM units. On average, correlation was 0.82, varying from 0.76 to 0.87 depending on cell type. To ensure that this behavior was not driven solely by housekeeping genes, we looked at key marker genes expressed across our cell types (e.g., MIXL1 and BRACHYURY in primitive streak; MSGN1 and DLL3 in paraxial mesoderm; HAND1 and FOXF1 in lateral mesoderm; HOPX in somitomeres; FOXC2 and PAX9 in sclerotome). Single-cell RNA-seq expression patterns of these archetypic marker genes were consistent with independent measures from bulk-population RNA-seq, qPCR, flow cytometry, and immunostaining (data in (ref. 8)) .
As technical checks, we also examined the distribution of TPM values across all genes and cells. This followed a roughly log-normal distribution (Fig. 2e) after removing zeros, as expected. Finally, for each cell type, we plotted the standard deviation of each gene against its mean expression value (shown for paraxial mesoderm in Fig. 2f) , obtaining for each cell type an expected curve where standard deviation is lowest when average expression is very low (because the expression of the gene in each cell is close to zero) or very high (because high expression translates into a large number of reads, allowing us to reduce technical variation from sampling error).
The script to reproduce Fig. 2d -f is provided scDataViz.Rmd. The correlation between average expression in single cells and the bulk population can be analyzed by running scAverageCorrelation.r.
ATAC-seq
Through the ATAqC pipeline 20 , we calculated a variety of quality metrics to validate our ATAC-seq data. First, we looked at how many reads remained in each replicate after removing reads that did not successfully align, multi-mapping reads, duplicate reads, and mitochondrial reads. We had two replicates per cell type, and on average, each replicate had 46 M reads remaining, enough to robustly call peaks.
We then looked at the fragment length distribution of the remaining reads; we show a representative plot from lateral mesoderm in Fig. 3a . A 'good' ATAC-seq experiment will have a majority of reads falling in the nucleosome-free region (NFR), with a mono-nucleosomal peak representing reads that cut on both sides of a nucleosome (≈200 bp in length). All of our samples displayed a mono-nucleosome peak, with 60-70% of reads falling in the NFR.
We also studied the enrichment of reads falling into transcription start sites (TSS), as TSS are known to be open chromatin sites ( Fig. 3b; lateral mesoderm) . On average, the enrichment of reads at TSS was 10.4x, with a range from 4.6x to 22.3x.
Next, we looked at the number of peaks called across each replicate. Because of the variability in quality across the experiments (e.g., some experiments had a higher TSS enrichment and/or more reads), we first subsampled each replicate to have a maximum of 35 M reads (post-filtering). We then used MACS2 (ref. 23 ) to call peaks on each replicate independently, before using an IDR analysis 24 to identify peaks that were reproducible between the two replicates for each cell type (Fig. 3c) . Using an IDR threshold of 0.1, we found an average of 91 K reproducible peaks per cell type.
Full statistics and metadata for each replicate is provided in Table 4 (available online only), including additional quality metrics such as library complexity metrics, the fraction of NFR to mono-nucleosome reads, and the number of reads falling in universal DNase-I hypersensitive regions, promoter regions, enhancer regions, and called peak regions. To compute these, we used putative promoter, enhancer, and DHS annotations from 127 cell types and tissues from the Roadmap Epigenomics Project. These annotations are provided in the flagship Roadmap Epigenomics Project publication 31 and are available from the supplementary website http://compbio.mit.edu/roadmap in the 'DNase-I accessible regulatory regions' section. In brief, DNase-seq based chromatin accessible regions were labeled as promoter or enhancer based on chromatin state maps learned using 5 core histone modifications across the 127 cell types and tissues.
The graphs in Fig. 3 were taken from the output of the ATAqC pipeline for one representative sample (lateral mesoderm). The full set of graphs for all of our samples can be found in [Data Citation 5] .
High-throughput surface marker screening
For validation, we focused on surface markers with lineage-specific expression (Fig. 4) , and chose two surface markers for in-depth in vivo and in vitro validation: DLL1 (a marker of paraxial mesoderm) and GARP (a marker of cardiac mesoderm). In situ hybridization of zebrafish homologs of these genes (deltaC, the homolog of human DLL1 and lrrc32, the homolog of human GARP) was conducted in zebrafish embryos, which revealed fairly specific expression of deltaC in paraxial mesoderm and that of lrrc32 in the developing heart tube in vivo 8 . Additionally, fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) of DLL1+ cells from hESC-derived day 2 paraxial mesoderm cultures followed by bulk-population and single-cell RNA-seq revealed that all DLL1+ cells essentially expressed paraxial mesoderm transcription factors at the single-cell level 8 . Collectively, this reaffirmed that DLL1 and GARP respectively mark human paraxial and cardiac mesoderm.
Differentiation
Our related publication 8 focused on establishing the identity and function of the derived cell types, and we refer readers interested in those details to that manuscript. In brief, we verified cellular function through in vivo transplantation experiments and we assessed cellular identity and purity through molecular analyses of marker expression (RNA-seq, ATAC-seq, immunostaining, and flow cytometry).
On the molecular side, for each cell type we identified archetypic genes and surface markers based on biological knowledge and prior literature. We confirmed that the key genes were expressed at a population level through bulk RNA-seq and qPCR; then, through single-cell RNA-seq, immunostaining, or flow cytometry, we verified that the population was suitably homogeneous for those genes and surface markers 8 . On the basis of those metrics, the cell populations we derived were generally between 80 and 99% pure. Motif enrichment analysis of the open chromatin regions in each cell type (as measured by ATAC-seq) also yielded results consistent with their cellular identity, e.g., GATA motifs were significantly enriched in lateral and cardiac mesoderm.
We conducted transplantation experiments in immunodeficient mice to further verify the function of two human mesodermal cell-types derived from our differentiation process, namely sclerotome and cardiac mesoderm 8 . Sclerotome cells subcutaneously injected into immunodeficient mice selforganized to form an ectopic human bone, undergoing ossification, displaying spatial structure expected of human bone, and even attracting and becoming vascularized by mouse blood vessels. For the cardiac mesoderm, we first further differentiated them into cardiomyocytes through WNT blockade and BMP inhibition for four days and engineered them to express a constitutively-expressed luciferase reporter gene. To further test the functionality of these ESC-derived human cardiomyocytes, we developed an experimental system wherein ventricular fragments from week 15-17 human fetal heart 32 were subcutaneously implanted into the mouse ear. We then transplanted ESC-derived cardiomyocytes directly into the human fetal heart graft and found that they engrafted the human heart tissue for at least 10 weeks, as measured by bioluminescence imaging of luciferase-expressing cardiomyocytes in vivo.
Usage Notes
Researchers studying the single-cell RNA-seq data reported herein should note that inferences made from global comparisons (e.g., PCA or clustering) may be limited by experimental design, as each individual cell-type was processed on a separate Fluidigm C1 chip. Hence when comparing single-cell RNA-seq data from different cell-types it is difficult to account for batch effects arising from different chips. Our analysis, including comparisons of key lineage marker genes known to vary between distinct cell lineages, shows that the data are still valid. However, care should be taken in global comparisons that involve aggregating large numbers of genes, as the noise from batch effects could be substantial in that context; the bulk-population RNA-seq data could be used to verify results from such comparisons.
In our related publication 8 , we applied principal component analysis to the single-cell RNA-seq data to reconstruct the differentiation trajectory of paraxial mesoderm, somitomeres, and early somites in 'pseudotime', a concept first introduced in the context of single-cell RNA-seq by other groups (ref. 10 and ref. 33) . Interested readers might want to apply these, and other more sophisticated trajectory reconstruction methods, to our single-cell data.
The variance in data quality across the ATAC-seq experiments, due to technical reasons (e.g., different numbers of starting reads or varying cell lysis) and biological reasons (e.g., distinct cell types may have different amounts of open chromatin), mean that care must also be taken when conducting global comparisons of ATAC-seq data. We found that rank-normalization (or, at one extreme, binarization) makes it easier to compare ATAC-seq data across cell-types, as opposed to using P-values, local IDR values, or measures of signal intensity to score each peak. Sub-sampling reads before peak-calling, as we did in our analysis, should only be done for global comparisons; researchers who are doing an in-depth study of one cell type should use all available reads that pass the filtering criteria for maximal information.
We are currently using this dataset to study the temporal changes in alternative splicing and long non-coding RNA expression as differentiation progresses. In addition, we are actively exploring the expression of repeat elements, including dormant retrotransposons, interspersed nuclear elements, Alu elements, and human endogenous retrovirus elements that may have a role in early human embryonic development. Readers who are interested in similar questions are welcome to contact us to discuss methods and collaborations.
